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Scripture
“Though one may be overpowered, two can defend
themselves. A cord of three strands is not quickly
broken.” — ECCLESIASTES 4:14

Inspiration
We don’t have to go it alone during these difficult times. In
fact, the ancient words from Ecclesiastes remind us that
a friend, colleague or partner is important; add a third
person and you’ve got an almost unbreakable bond. We
often talk of teamwork and collaboration, and in this strange
time of pandemic, that has never been more important.
From what I’ve witnessed, the typical collaboration of
colleagues has transformed into genuine care and concern
for one another — another blessing from God that, if
we don’t pause to consider, we might just miss. God
strengthens us through these important relationships!

Prayer

Real Blessings
“I’m fairly new to Wellspring and
during this time it’s been kind of hard
for me; but my team members are
some of the most amazing people.
They are kind helpers, one to another,
open-minded, hard workers and
teambuilders. We are a team joined
together and I feel right at home here
at Wellspring.”
— DONITA WILLIAMS-GIBSON
Families First Worker

GRACIOUS GOD, we so often feel alone in our work,
particularly in these challenging times, where nothing
seems “normal” anymore. We can despair and become
overwhelmed. But you don’t let us stay there. You bless us with colleagues and teams that do
more than help share our work; they also lift us up and genuinely care for us. What a blessing!
Thank you for loving us so much that you bind us together and make us all better and stronger
for the work ahead. We ask your continued blessing and protection for your people as together
we serve. AMEN.
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